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fhe 1/C Purulia (M) PS
Dist- Purulia.

Sir,
In

producing

herewith the 05 persons

namely (i)

Amar Kr. Dutta s/o Lt.

Ajoy

Dutta of

Vill- Lagda, PS- Purulia (M), Dist- Purulia, (ii) Chandu Gope s/o Debu Gope of Vill- Lutiyabad,
Balaram Karmakar
Sistidhar Gope s/o Charku Gope of Vill- Amuramu Tola, Lutiyabad, (iv)
s/o Gurupada Gope of
s/o Debu Karmakar of Vill- Pindrajora Gowaldih & (V) Basudeb Gope
Vill-Amuramu all of PS- Pindrajora, Dist- Bokaro, Jharkhand before you.

(iii)

The fact of the case in a nut shell is that 1SI Nemai Ch. Nemo along with force namely 1)
Mobile duty in
JC/1452 Yudhistir Kumar 2) NVF/969 Praloy Mahato was performing the Special

with C.C No 2686/2020
the area vide Purulia (M) PS GDE 379 dtd 10.10.2020 in consonance
while I arrived at
Did. 10.10.2020 as per your kind order. During my Special Mobile Duty,
noted in the supra were
Belkuri more at about 14:00 hrs and found 05 (five) persons
road without wearing the mask and not
confabulating among themselves sitting beside the
asked them to ware mask and I sent back home
maintaining the social distance. Subsequently I
Later on at about 14;45
mobile
and left 'he place for the other side of PS area to perform the sameduty.
persons sat beside the road
hrs while' was mcving through the Belkuri More I found
withou: any mask and not maintaining the social distance. On being asked they could not give
confabulation beside the road and
sufficient reason or satisfactory answer of their unwarranted
violated the Government order in this
after giving them the warning to wear mask. They
obstructed us in the discharge of our functions while I
pandemic situation. Subsequently, they
answer. Consequently, it
their confabulation in lieu of giving us the satisfactory
interposedto tobelieve
reasoned
that they violated the order and disobeyed the direction during this pandemic
vide Memo No 298-CS/2020 Dtd.
situation duly promulgated by Govt. of West Bengal
Dtd. 02.07.2020.
382-1.S.S./2M-24/2020
31.08.2020 in consonance with the earlier order
Subsequently it is pertinent to say that the supra noted persons did the negligent act knowing
themselves that their act were likely to spread infection of the epidemic diseases which is
the supra noted persons were arrested
dangerous to life for themselves and others. Consequently,
on the spot and informed them the gourd of their arrest and issued memo of arrest in respect of
them.
As the supra noted persons violated the order and disobeyed the direction during this
Memo 298-CS/2020 Dtd.
pandemic situation duly promulgated by Govt. of West Bengal vide
31.08.2020 in consonance with the earlier order 382-1.S.S./2M-24/2020 Did. 02.07.2020 and did
the negligent act knowing themselves that their act were likely to spread infection of the epidemic

diseases which is dangerous to life for themselves and others and obstructed us in the discharge of
our funciions so they can de booked U/S 188/269 of the IPC and 3 of the Epidemic Diseases Act.

1897 and read with section 51 of the Disaster management Act 2005. So a specific case may
kindly be initiated against them and arranged for its investigation.
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Yours faithfully
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NEMAI CH. NEMO
Sl of Police
Purulia (M) PS
10.10.2020

